
Note on Cannock Mill , Staffordshire (Sometimes called Leacroft Mill).  Grid 

Ref: SJ 9882 0990 On Ridings Brook (Runs via Wyrley Brook and Saredon Brook 

into R. Penk, which runs into R. Sow(e), which is a tributary of R. Trent.) 

 

1. I well remember my visit to Cannock Mill on 4th January 1967. It was 

an icy day and I had pedalled over there from Wolverhampton. Mr 

Reuben Noden was suspicious that I might be a reporter from the 

“Express & Star” (the Wolverhampton evening newspaper, against 

which he apparently had a grudge). That seemed rather improbable, 

even in those days. I was 18 years old but both looked and sounded a 

lot younger, and I had come by bike. Anyhow, when he was satisfied 

on that point he was very friendly and helpful, got the mill going to 

show me, and had a lot of interest to say. 

The mill at that time was part of a working farm and was at a strange 

place where countryside and town and industry met. Within about a 

mile, at Leacroft, was what I was told was the largest opencast coal mine 

in Europe. I went up there to have a look and was astounded looking 

down at the enormous size of the hole in the ground, with giant trucks 

running around in the bottom of it, so distant that they looked like small 

cars. 

During and after my visit and a subsequent visit on 3rd October 1967, I 

made notes on an SPAB watermill survey questionnaire form. I did not 

send it in to SPAB, and the writing is a bit scribbly, so I reproduce the 

information in 2 below, with comments in square brackets. 

 

2. Plan of mill below. 

 Mill on one side of a farmyard. Soft red brick and red-brown tiles. 

Cream and green painted exterior 

woodwork, recently painted. The 

exterior doors and at least one of 

the interior doors fitted with cat-

holes.    Owner Mr [Reuben] Noden, 

Mill Farm, Cannock [actually I have 

the impression the National Coal 

Board was the owner. Maybe Mr 

Noden was their tenant]. Miller and 

farmer same Mr Reuben Noden. [He 



told me] the mill is used just for the farm [and mentioned] there used 

to be a Norwich Union Insurance fire plate on the mill.  

 Mill pond of perhaps half acre with bullrushes. When I saw it [on 4th 

Jan 1967] it was iced over. I asked Mr Noden if the mill could be used 

like this. “Oh yes,” he said, “the water can be drawn from under the 

ice, it clears the reeds beautifully; they get stuck in the ice which 

breaks them when the water is drawn off, and are washed up all 

yellow on the banks when it thaws.”  

 Waterwheel; One, internal; the end of the mill where the wheel is 

seems to have been added later, says Mr Noden. Overshot, all iron, 

19ft 2in dm, 5ft 4in wide. Inscription on rim – the initials of the 

millwright (one is a B). [I see Robert Sherlock in “The Industrial 

Archaeology of Staffordshire” says the wheel has ten arms (each side 

no doubt)]. 

The waterwheel has been replaced within living memory. In fact Mr 

Noden can remember it being put in in about 1904, when he was a 

child. “I can remember picking up the “threepenny bits” they cut out 

of the metal. The old wheel was wooden. The buckets were like the 

present ones, only wooden. It was of oak and real hard to chop up for 

firewood….It was a firm from Wolverhampton that put it in, Barker or 

Baker or something like that”  [later I learned from Charles Howell 

(1926-1993) of Worston Mill that the waterwheel was made by Bates 

of Compton, near Wolverhampton and that it was the last 

waterwheel to be installed in Staffordshire (though it strikes me 

there may have been later ones for pumping water)].            

Unfortunately, the wheelpit is permanently nearly half full of water. 

This and the fact that a lot of the incoming water splashes over the 

side of the wheel seriously impairs the efficiency of the wheel. This 

latter fault could be remedied by fixing new sides to the end of the 

pentrough. Most of the pentrough is made of iron sheet, wonderfully 

thick (about ½in I think).  

[The bit about the “threepenny bits” is interesting. It seems to 

indicate that the millwrights installing the wheel had not 

completely assembled it in their workshop, but had left making 

the bolt holes in the sole plate and buckets to do on site, 

presumably using a fly press or some similar piece of equipment 

to punch out, rather than drill, the holes. 



The standing water in the wheelpit, which caused enough 

backwatering to slow the wheel down significantly, was due, I was 

told, to mining causing subsidence affecting the tail race (which 

must have been partly in a tunnel). As well as the opencast mine, 

there was a lot of deep mining in Cannock. 

Having since seen a lot more waterwheel pentroughs, the 

thickness of iron sheet does not now seem to me so remarkable!] 

Pentrough sluicegate raised by a complicated set of iron levers 

working a rack and pinion. 

 Wheelshaft – iron, round, about 1ft dm, with 4 continuous ribs. 

[Round hollow cast-iron waterwheel shafts seem to have been a 

speciality of Messrs Bates]. Wheelpit lined with brick. 

 Gear wheels. Pit wheel - “Vast,” about 10 ft diam, all iron, iron teeth, 

bolted cast sections. Wallower – about 3 ft [dm], all iron, iron teeth.  

[Gt] Spur – about 6 to 8 feet [dm], iron entirely, iron teeth. Stone 

nuts – iron, except for wood teeth; about 1ft 6in diam. Crown wheel 

– All iron, iron teeth, (bevel) upturned; drive off it to sack hoist (in 

use); another drive to food [feed!] mixer (in use); provision for a third 

drive, not now used.  

[ I evidently didn’t have a tape measure with me when I made the notes 

on the gears!}  

 Upright shaft – wood, many sides, 16, I suppose. Length of 2 storeys 

plus sunk pit. About 1 ft 4in across the flats. 

 Millstones. On first floor, all underdrift. 3 pairs in situ, but extra 

socket in wall as for fourth bridge tree [i.e, a fourth pair of stones had 

been installed or contemplated] See diagram of layout, type and 

diameters below. One of 

the stones seemed to have 

balances on. [Also] 1 pair of 

burr stones (redundant) on 

edge on the stone floor. 

Usual cords to feedshoes, 

metal springs, usual square 

cone type hoppers and rectangular horses. [My photos show the tuns 

were octagonal, as common in Staffordshire, and that one horse at least 

had a platform, unusual locally]. No bell alarm was used. Mr Noden told 

me “I just come back when I think it’s going to run out; the mill goes a bit 



faster when the grain’s getting low and you can smell the heat caused by 

the friction”. 

Mr Noden dresses the stones himself; they were last done about 7 or 8 

years ago. “ I dare say they’d grind a bit faster if they were touched up”, 

he said. He reckons it takes 2 people a day to dress a pair.   

Usual hand end-of-bridge-tree-screw tentering. Disengagement -hoop 

and screw on one stone nut [actually on two - see photos], different 

device on another.  

 The sack hoist is in the bins between the stone floor and the top 

floor. Lifting pulley type driven from a pulley on countershaft from 

crown wheel. Mr Noden let me work it. There seemed to be no catch, 

ie, the rope had to be held all the time, but it was beautifully smooth 

in operation. 

 Processing machines – Modern food [=feed] mixer driven by belts 

and shafting off one of the countershafts off the crown wheel [as 

mentioned above]. [Also] there are a number of other “modern” 

machines around the mill, all now redundant. They include: a 

winnower (useless for combine-harvester grain), 2 modern grist mills, 

remains of at least two wire machines [ I wonder whether one at 

least might actually have been a smutter] and an ancient spiral 

conveyor, differing [?] from the modern “augers” in having blades 

instead of a continuous spiral and in having a wood shaft (polygonal 

section, about 4in across the flats). A chaff cutter was also installed 

some years ago [- Mr Noden evidently told me this-] to cut chaff for 

the ponies at the nearby colliery. Since the going of the ponies it has 

been little used. The chaff-cutter had a special room built for it.    

 Auxiliary power. There used to be a steam engine [evidently Mr N 

told me that]. Now there appears to be no auxiliary power. 

 Amongst the tools at the mill are two adzes, about 5 augers [for 

boring wood], a tool like a large gouge, about 4 thrifts and several 

dozen mill-bills. Some or all of these tools [Mr Noden said] came from 

a local blacksmith when he was closing down. 

3.  Sometime after my first visit I gave Mr Noden prints of photographs of the 

mill that I had taken previously, mainly with my sister’s camera. He seemed to 

think they did not show the mill in a good light and said humorously “you tell 

your sister to sweep those cobwebs out of her camera!” 



4. I believe the mill and perhaps the whole farm closed within about 6 

years after my visit. In 1973 to 4 there were proposals to make the 

mill into a tourist attraction (see newspaper articles mentioned 

below). This did not come about. At one stage thereafter I was told 

the mill was being used as an antique shop, and later that it had been 

made into a house. The pond no longer exists. 

5. An article by M.V.Cooksley in Midland Wind and Water Mils Group’s 

Journal no15 (1996) has a picture or the mill building in 1996; also 

historical details of the mill, but apparently relating to an earlier 

building. 

6. The online catalogue of Staffordshire record office details a few 

documents they have for this mill. The Mills Archive have other items 

on this mill. Whether the Clyde Riley photos of “Fosters Mill, 

Cannock” relate to this mill I don’t know, without seeing them, but I 

have never heard the name. 

John Bedington, 2021 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Items that go with this note: 

B/W photos: Taken 3th January 1967 – ST45a, waterwheel buckets and 

pentrough; ST45b, mill bills and thrifts, on the second storey of the mill; ST45c, 

mill seen across pond; St45d, cartwheel hub used as flowerpot in the Mill Farm 

garden; ST45e Waterwheel shaft; ST45f, part of the waterwheel; ST45g, stone 

nut that is used, in engagement; ST45h, a stone nut, out of engagement; ST45i, 

wallower, pit wheel, spur wheel, and upright shaft; ST45j,stone floor, general 

view; ST45k, augers and adzes in the mill (light in negative); ST45l, pair of 

stones and drive to feed mixer;  ST45m, exterior (blurred). 

Colour slides: Taken 4th Jan 1967 – STm1, pond and back of mill); STm2, the 

stone floor; STm3, Pit wheel, wallower and gt spur wheel; STm4, pair of stones; 

STm5, spare burr stone in the mill; STm6, mill bills and thrifts in the mill; STm7, 

adzes and augurs in the mill. Taken 2nd Oct 1967 - STm8, front of mill (poor).  

Printed items: (1) Article from “The Birmingham Post” Dec 29th 1973. (2) 

Article, 1974, from a newspaper, possibly Express & Star 


